
Client Impact Stories

In Industry 4.0, having a data-driven approach is a prerequisite for business success. However, a data-driven approach 

is only as good as the data that underlies it. Our client’s marketing departments lacked a comprehensive overview of 

their marketing and sales tactics and their respective outcomes. Indeed, marketing data was decentralized, and 

difficult to access and review by all necessary stakeholders. Additionally, external and internal events created gaps 

in said data, making it impossible to accurately forecast sales with standard analytics methods. Thus, marketers 

struggled to choose the right marketing tactics to successfully achieve set sales targets. The integration of an 

advanced analytics tool that standardized these marketing processes could remove unnecessary inefficiencies and 

costs.

We developed a Machine Learning solution which accurately and quickly forecasts future revenues. The model makes 

predictions by

 Automatically extracting, unifying, and cleaning data from various silo

 Compensating for gaps in data by examining and extrapolating historical data

 Analyzing sales operations and their respective sales outcomes 



Using this data, the model defines the best marketing tactics to reach given a sales target, and reports it via an 

advanced analytics dashboard. 



Thus, marketers can perform simulations to automatically and quickly test the effects of different marketing 

tactics on sales up to 3 months into the future. Adopting a more data-driven sales and marketing strategy increased 

efficiency of the entire department, removing the guess-work in establishing a strong marketing strategy. Furthermore, 

it increased department effectiveness by improving ability to reach sales targets. Indeed, The solution accurately 

predicted ROI of campaigns and achieved sales objectives in a 5% tolerance window.



Want to know more? Contact us at contact@visium.ch, or visit www.visium.ch

Advanced Sales Landing Forecasts
Leveraging Machine Learning to optimize data-driven marketing tactics and 
reach sales targets.
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